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WEEKLY SERVICES
Every Sunday 10.30 Usual pattern:
1st Sunday - Holy Communion
3rd Sunday - All Age/Parade
Every Thursday 12.45
Informal Mid-Week Service (of about 30 minutes)
followed
by
sandwich

lunch

DEMANDS MY SOUL, MY LIFE, MY ALL
It hardly seems possible that just a year ago, at our 2011 AGM in March, we were
trying to imagine, and prepare for, life post-refurbishment. We were planning the reopening service, the Celebration weekend, the Art Exhibition, the Premiere Quartet
concerts, and now much of this is history.
A miracle is defined as the transformation of something that seems impossible. As we
worship each week in our transformed church it truly feels as if a miracle has taken
place. And miracles are for a purpose. We are delighted to be sharing our church with
the wider community, but now is the time for us to reflect, think and pray about our
corporate worship.
Worship was the key topic at our AGM on Sunday 25 March. The worship we offer to
God is at the heart of our church life; it is our raison d’etre as the body of Christ in this
place. Appropriately we met in the church, following our morning service, and used the
diagram below to guide our thinking.

1. Services: What we offer:
Sunday morning worship: Holy Communion, All Age/Parade, Thursday
Lunchtime Service, Messy Church - At Messy Church each family was given
an invitation to our Mothering Sunday Service. It was lovely then to see at that
service several Messy Church families and many other people not among our
regular attenders. It is so important that their experience of church worship
should be positive, user friendly and joyful, whilst providing an opportunity for
prayerful reflection. I am convinced that there are many people who would like
to come to church but it is quite daunting to walk into a strange church.
a) How might we develop ‘popular’ services e.g. Mothering Sunday,
Easter, Harvest, Candlelit service, Midnight Communion?
b) What other services might we want to provide? A monthly evening
service? Taize, Café Church?

2. Prayer: We are all provided with the prayer resources of the Methodist Prayer
Handbook and the weekly prayer on the Notice Sheet to aid our personal
prayers.
a) Prayers for others? We used to provide a prayer book at the back of the
church. Is this the best approach or do we have other ideas?
b) What about pastoral news in the notice sheet so we can pray for those
in hospital for example?
c) Prayer Box; we have hundreds of people passing through our premises
each week. They may come with a deep need and would welcome the
opportunity to write a prayer and post it in a box in the Courtyard (for
example) knowing that as a church we would include their prayer
request in some way. Would this be a good idea or what other
suggestions do you have?
3. Music and Singing, Dance and Drama A few weeks ago, Gillian BB led a
very good evening introducing us to some of the new material in our new
hymn book ‘Singing the Faith’. At different occasions during the year, Gillian
leads a choir which everyone enjoys and which enriches our services. At
other times we have musicians and soloists, and sometimes we greatly
benefit from drama and dance in our worship. We have many gifted people
within our congregation but at the moment we use their talents in a rather ad
hoc basis.
a) What gifts do you have that you would like to offer?
b) Could we be more proactive in nurturing the creative talent amongst us
and making better use of people’s gifts and skills?
4. Seasonal liturgies and visual displays: Each Sunday in Advent we have a
short liturgy for lighting the Advent candle. Many churches have a Lent liturgy
when appropriate words are said and a Lenten visual display built up each
week usually focusing around a large wooden cross.
a) Would this enrich our worship during Lent? What other ideas do you
have?
b) We love to see the church decorated with flowers and worship
displays. This is done by just two or three people. Are there others
who would like to be involved in this part of church life?
c) Seasonal Quiet Days. We have had an Advent Quiet Day and Lent
Quiet morning. Do we wish to have more of these?
5. Education and training. The Methodist Church describes itself as being ‘Lay’
led, that is, it is led by the members of the church rather than the Minister who
is only here for a set amount of time. There are many opportunities for training
within the Methodist Church – training in pastoral care, children’s and youth
work for example. We also are looking for more Local Preachers and Worship
leaders.

a) Are you being called into one of these areas or maybe you could
encourage someone else to think of putting themselves forward?
6. Discipleship: Through Junior Church, Messy Church, House groups and all
our services, we seek to nurture one another and to grow in our faith. But it is
now four years since Sue Cope ran the very successful ‘Come as you are’
course which seeks to target ‘enquirers’ as well as those amongst us who
would welcome the opportunity to meet in a small group to discover more
about the Christian faith.
a) Is it time to think of running a discipleship course?
At the AGM it was proposed that each House Group discusses the issues outlined
above. The Church Stewards have planned a special meeting 10 May to start the
process of forwarding our thinking and action on worship so although this is an ongoing discussion any initial responses by then would be really helpful. Please feedback
your comments (individual comments also welcome) to Roger and Ruth.
A vicarious role for the church is our offering to the world. This means that the key
questions we are asking of ourselves are: What might others want? How might we
provide the opportunities not only to enrich the worship we offer to God for ourselves
but how also we might provide a variety of styles of worship that would be appreciated
by others?
As we think, pray and reflect on worship this Easter season let us hold in our hearts
and minds the words of Isaac Watts:
Were the whole realm of nature mine,
That were an offering far too small;
Love so amazing, so divine,
demands my soul, my life, my all.
Barbara Calvert

FUN IN THE MADHOUSE
The first twenty minutes of the Herriots’ house group meeting is usually occupied with
leisurely social intercourse, a.k.a. gossip. This permits members who slave at the coal
face in order to keep us silver foxes in the manner to which we are accustomed to
arrive late, exhausted, and starving from their respective places of work.
Happily settled, if not yet somnolent, we get down to business. This has varied quite a
lot ever since we inherited the house group from the late, great, and much-missed
Kath and Stan Sharp in 1993. Mostly we have followed courses of one sort or another,
for example, the ecumenical York Lent courses, where discussants from different
Christian traditions discuss such topics as relationships, worship, and so on. We have
also used BBC productions, for example ‘Tales from the Madhouse’, where various
characters from the Easter story are portrayed by famous actors as the effect of their
own unique encounter with Christ are played out in the rest of their lives. Also, we have
viewed the TV series ‘Christianity: A History’, and studied the Methodist booklet:
‘Discipleship and the people called Methodists’. We’ve discovered that all these
products can stimulate thoughtful dialogue, but that we’ve had to adapt them to suit our
different personal needs and perspectives.
Interspersed with these structured activities, we’ve relied more on ourselves. We had a
programme where those of us who worked full or part-time, paid or voluntary, talked
about their work and the issues of faith and practice which arose. This Methodist year
we’ve talked about our personal pet likes and dislikes. Then at the first meeting of
2012 we enjoyed a fascinating talk from Malcolm Dodds about the Contact scheme at
Orpington Methodist Church, where an opportunity is given for the children of divorced
parents to meet their non-resident parent in a safe and/or supervised environment. At
the second, we held an open meeting for the whole church when Gillian Beecher
Bryant helped us explore the hidden riches of the new Methodist hymn book, ‘Singing
the Faith’. And at our next meeting we will conduct a pale and inadequate imitation of
one of Barbara and David’s lunchtime services in order to kindly demonstrate to the
aforementioned slaves at the coalface what they’re missing by not being retired.
House groups also have a pastoral responsibility. There are members who are
housebound now: indeed, one of them, Jim Bills, is 102 on his next birthday in May.
Others too have the usual aches and pains that flesh is heir to, particularly when it gets
wrinkly. And just occasionally, profound crises hit people out of the blue. Because we
have learned to trust each other over the years we have all been able to support them
with God’s help. And, by the way, we do have fun as well. We even went to the cinema
together once! And it never rains on our annual summer garden party (next guest: a
hostage to fortune!).

If you are not at present a member of a house group and would like to join one, please
have a word with Barbara Calvert or Elaine Battarbee.
Barbara and Peter Herriot

IMPOSSIBLE GOD
A play re-enacting the story of the death and resurrection of Jesus, performed by just
one actor, is coming to Chislehurst.
The actor Mark Topping is staging “Impossible God” at Chislehurst Methodist Church,
on Saturday 28th April at 7.30 as part of a nationwide tour of the play.
In the drama numerous characters relive their experience of the death and resurrection
of Jesus.
“The drama is a powerful exploration of events at the heart of Christianity,” says Mark
Topping. “You are taken on an imaginative journey and challenged to look again at
Jesus of Nazareth and reflect on what it might all mean.”
Mark Topping has toured England, Wales and Ireland for the last five years playing
John Wesley in An Evening with John Wesley and My Own Familiar Friend. He has
appeared as John Wesley on BBC TV’s Songs of Praise and Flog It!
The devotional book ‘An Impossible God’ was written and adapted for the stage by
author, actor, broadcaster and Methodist minister, Frank Topping.
Tickets are £10 to include refreshments and can be obtained from the church office,
020 8468 7695, chismch@talktalk.net, www.chislehurstmethodistchurch.org.uk

ARE WE AN EASTER PEOPLE?
Easter is not just a day; it is a season, a season which runs from Easter Day to
Ascension Day. It is not limited simply to Easter Sunday or even Easter week.
But nor is Easter limited to this Easter season. The resurrection of Christ is a constant
for Christians. Living the resurrection is a mark of being disciples of Jesus. The season
of Easter reminds us that for Christian disciples every week of the year is a time of
resurrection.
Each Sunday is especially ‘the day of resurrection’. The first day of the week was the
day when Christ was raised from the dead - the tomb was empty and disciples, women
and men alike, experienced the presence of the living Christ. Today, most of British
society no longer recognises Sunday as the first day of the week. It has become simply
part of the weekend, ironically often seen as the last day of the week. In church life, we
are not trying to keep a past tradition alive, nostalgically. But we think that it is
important to recognise this day of worship as an opportunity to acknowledge that we
are a resurrection people.
So, our Sunday worship is always that of a resurrection people, committing ourselves,
week by week, to living out the resurrection. Not every hymn nor every reading nor
each sermon will be an explicit reminder, but every aspect of our worship is implicitly
an Easter proclamation. If it were not for the first Easter day, we would not be doing
what we do week by week in our worship. Indeed, we should not be there at all.
One of the central benefits of our renewed and refurbished church is that it is a
statement of resurrection. The dark, dull church, accessible only through a series of
dark doors and dark places, now seems in retrospect more a symbol of entering the
tomb, empty yes, but not very life-enhancing. The first disciples did not stay in the
empty tomb but went on to a life, renewed and empowered. They became Christ’s
disciples in the world, not in the tomb. Interestingly, in the earliest centuries the tomb
itself was not revered, not even located in Christian memory, because the call of the
risen Christ was for his followers to become disciples for all peoples. Now, our
renewed church building – light, beautiful in a new way, and inviting - is quite properly
an expression not just of an empty tomb but of a resurrection faith. The very building is
a challenge to live out the resurrection faith so beautifully expressed in the
architecture, furnishing and colourful light of new church.
It is one thing to renew the building, but what about our lives? In living out the
resurrection we seek to discern and become signs of the kingdom of God. There is a
basic continuity between the teaching of Jesus of Nazareth about the kingdom of God
and the proclamation that Christ is raised from the dead. Jesus came proclaiming that
the kingdom of God was at hand. Confounding all expectations, this meant suffering,
death – and resurrection. It was because Jesus lived out the values of the kingdom -

as illustrated in the beatitudes and the rest of the Sermon on the Mount, and as lived
out in his ministry of love, compassion and forgiveness - that he was himself the
presence of the kingdom of God. For in the life of Jesus of Nazareth, God alone ruled.
The resurrection was anticipated by the way he lived.
Jesus would not allow his select group of disciples to try to keep alive the experience
of the transfiguration, itself a prefiguring of the resurrection. So, for us today, living the
Easter life is not a matter of seeking to keep alive an Easter-type religious experience.
This is not the function of weekly Sunday worship on each ‘day of resurrection’. Living
the resurrection is more like hard graft, as it was for the man Jesus of Nazareth – a
daily struggle to be close to God and to be signs of the kingdom of God. In one sense,
we have the advantage over Jesus of Nazareth, because the resurrection has already
happened and the risen Christ has made us a resurrection people – if we are willing to
receive the cup, a cup both of suffering and blessing.
David Calvert

CHRISTIAN SOLIDARITY WORLDWIDE
You may be wondering how the small group of nine members at our church is
developing. Its purpose is to pray for and write to Christians who are in prisons or
persecuted for their faith in other ways. Murder, the destruction of churches and
homes, imprisonment and general harassment are some of the forms this persecution
takes.
It is claimed that Christianity is the most widely persecuted
religion at present. A typical example is that of Augustine Ashiq
“Kingri” Masih who was sentenced to death in 2002 for
blasphemy against the prophet Mohammed. Kingri is still in
prison all this time pending an appeal.
The murder of Shahbaz Bhatti (pictured) for his work to have
the iniquitous Blasphemy laws repealed has attracted media
attention.
We meet as a group to pray and to learn more about the work
of CSW and the situation in various countries. Meetings are not easy to arrange as
members are heavily committed to other aspects of church work, but we are trying to
get together at least quarterly.
CSW , founded by Baroness Cox in the early eighties, is a well founded and respected
organisation. I attended its annual conference which attracted some 400 people from
all over the country to hear excellent addresses from people who are at the heart of the
situations we seek to ameliorate. This year the Archbishop of Jos in northern Nigeria
the Rev. Dr Benjamin Kwashi was an outstanding speaker. The work of research,
advocacy, lobbying and publicity keeps the small headquarters staff at New Malden at
full stretch. Their effectiveness has gained attention from members of the Westminster
and European parliaments and of the United Nations in New York.
Our group at Chislehurst could do much more than is possible at present. Fund raising
or speaking at other churches are just two examples.
We would love to have more members. Even if you do not feel able to join us please
pray for the work we are trying to do.
Christian Solidarity Worldwide, P.O.Box 99 New Malden Surrey KT3 3YF
www.csw.org.uk 0845 456 5464
John Sennett
Convener

CHRISTMAS TREE FESTIVAL
Our new Social and Fundraising Committee are already hard at work planning the
Christmas Tree Festival which will take place from from 1 – 9 December.
The church will be filled with Christmas Trees exhibited by businesses, organisations,
youth groups and those who use the church premises.
Alongside the tree festival, we will be holding a Christmas Fair on Saturday 1st. In
addition, the various groups
who use the church such as
dance groups and craft
groups will be invited to
demonstrate their activities.
These
demonstrations
worked very well for both
church and groups during
the Chislehurst Festival last
year.
To see what a Christmas
Tree Festival is all about, see the Orpington Church web site:
http://www.orpingtonmethodist.org.uk/christmastreefestival.htm , and see also the
photo.

CHRISTIAN AID WEEK
13-19th May
There will be envelopes in the ‘pews’ on 13th and 19th May. Please put them in the
collection bag or deliver them either to Anthony in the office or through the manse
letter box.
Don’t forget to fill in the Gift Aid section, if applicable.
As last year, we shall not be engaging in a house to house collection.
Instead, we shall be collecting outside Chislehurst Sainsbury’s on Friday 18th
and Saturday 19th.
A sign-up sheet will be displayed nearer the time to cover the
hours between 10and 4pm on each of these days.
Volunteers are needed. Please respond in you can.
You can visit www.caweek.org for national information
regarding CA Week.

A STEWARD'S LIFE

by Derek Coetzee

There was a fair bit of nervousness and doubt setting in when the first Sunday
approached for duties to commence. All the other new stewards already had their
chance, some even had a second stint before I did my first one. And as luck would
have it it was New Year’s Day and so none of the current stewards were available for
duty and thus for me to shadow and learn the ropes. Fortunately Peter Herriot
volunteered and he spent many years as a steward and I took it as a good sign.
So on the Sunday I duly arrived at the church doors at the required time as per the
steward’s guide only to realise that I don’t have keys. The first lesson was learnt, make
sure you have keys, or know where they are otherwise you will not get very far in this
job. Fortunately Lynton was already on the go and let me in, and Peter arrived shortly
after so we were all set. Or so I thought, as it then turned out it was also going to be
Holy Communion, being New Year’s day. So ‘on-the-job’ training it was going to be.
All the preparations for setting up the service and making sure all the equipment ended
up where it should be were completed well on time, although having Peter to explain
and guide (and do most of the work himself) had much more to do with it than any
skills or abilities I might have brought along to the job. And in quite a relaxed state off
we went into the service.
And then as the hymn leading into the communion started I blissfully joined without
paying attention to Peter who set off to prepare the table. And as the last verse started
and I looked up it dawned on me that maybe it is part of a steward’s duties to help with
the table and with great speed and even greater embarrassment dashed off to join
Barbara and Peter at the table. Fortunately the rest of the service went off smoothly – I
even managed to collect all the empty glasses without breaking any of them.
The after service duties seemed to be running smoothly and off we went to replace the
notice for the following week’s service at the front of the church. This seemed to be
quite straightforward and I happily replaced the notice and with some sense of
satisfaction closed the cover with flourish, except it wouldn’t and to my dismay saw that
somehow I managed to damage the key beyond repair. Fortunately Peter had a
duplicate at hand and finished the job off.
It was then I realised maybe the most important part of a steward’s duty is to pay
attention and follow the instructions, or at least pay attention to those with experience.
But maybe the most important duty of all – don’t forget the minister’s coffee.....

WEDDINGS IN OUR CHURCH
We all know that our church will provide a wonderful venue for weddings. In
considering the positive use of our public sacred space, we realised that whilst we
welcome members of our congregation to be married here, there were other Christian
couples out there who may have no church in which they could get married.
It may be that the couple have a place of worship which is not licensed for worship. It
may be that their church has certain rules as to who may marry in their building. What
better use of our church than for a couple to be joined together in the eyes of God and
their friends.
Where the couple aren’t Methodists it is not likely to be a Methodist Wedding with
Barbara officiating. It is more likely to be a service of the church the couple belong to,
with one of our Authorised Persons under the Marriage Act on hand to ensure all the
legal formalities are adhered to and to enter the event in the Marriage Register. That
responsibility here rests with Sue Cope and
Brenda McBrearty.
The couple being married still need to obtain a
marriage licence from the London Borough of
Bromley, but thereafter in effect they hire the
church in the same way as the National Trust or
the Blood Transfusion Service do. We provide a
sound steward and can also offer, Lynton as the
organist, Gillian for the flowers and all sorts of
catering options.
This summer we have agreed to host two
marriages from Ichthus church members, a
blessing for a couple who worship in the Calvary
Chapel; as well as Methodist weddings and
blessings. Two of the couples will also be holding
alcohol free receptions in the building.
Just one of the wonderful uses of our public
scared space.

MEET THE PEOPLE – A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

A frequently asked question: Is it a holiday? Is it work? “Neither” is my response. “It
is an experience.” Meet the People tours are unique taking you to the grass roots of
the countries you visit.
It’s hardly a common experience to be taken to the home of your tour leader – an
ordinary flat in residential Chennai, India to be treated to Sunday lunch, cooked by his
wife, and subsequently find yourself in email correspondence with Stella his mother,
now in her 80’s.
You heard about some of my recent encounters during Fair Trade fortnight when I
spoke about visits to fair trade producers, or in the case of tea a different experience
from the one anticipated. During our travels, there were other exposures too. These
included a visit to a remote village called Kallupatti.
Clambering out of our mini-bus, standing about waiting to see where to go, we were
introduced to a smiling lady. She was to be our hostess. Her face was different.
Initially I thought she had received burns, but then, she held out her hands and lifted
her bare feet. To a large extent toes and fingers were missing - there remained stubs
of various lengths. She had had leprosy - but lives in a community where she has a
job, a sense of belonging and is willing to display her disfigurement. (Leprosy is now
eradicated from this area of India)
Though engaged in numerous activities and outreach to the poor, (housing, clean
water, health) the priority is the care of children. They live in several village
communities with children up to the age of
15 being housed in groups of 7 - 8 with a
housemother as carer. The housemothers
themselves are displaced – victims of
abuse or a young widow who may come
with her own children, who grow up
alongside foster siblings. Older children
live in hostels

Foster mother with four of the children in one of the houses
Some of them have been abused, others are orphaned and a few are HIV positive.
Just a couple of days before our arrival a new-born baby had been abandoned near
the village. All the children are tested and this baby is HIV positive. Hopefully, she will
develop immunity and if so will be offered for adoption otherwise she will be raised
within the community. HIV+ children are not segregated. They live alongside other
children in the family units. The only special attention they receive is their medication

and should they show signs of any infection quickly receive treatment. If their immune
system breaks down to a point where recovery is improbable a child will transfer to a
hospice, where they will receive loving care until the end. Fortunately the majority of
children remain healthy and mature into adulthood.
Despite their backgrounds, it was clear that the children were happy, well nurtured and
confident.
The children’s villages provide a caring, nurturing location for numerous people, who
without support would be without hope. Children, who under other circumstances may
become street children or child labourers, vulnerable to trafficking or prostitution find
themselves within a loving environment, enabling them to reach their potential. They
receive nurture, schooling and preparation for adult life, going beyond the time they
leave their home. In accordance with their ability they receive further education, then
into employment and eventually the majority marry.
The visit to Kallupatti demonstrated the social gospel in action in all sorts of spheres in
this present age.

Joan Mayes

PEN PICTURE

OWEN TERWILLIGER

If you go and look behind the shining new cabinet at the back of the church, you will
probably find lurking there Arend van Teutem and Owen Terwilliger, a.k.a. Chisledum
and Chisledee, kings of the console. When I interviewed Arend some years ago for
Contact, I was rude enough to ask him where he got a name like that from. Age,
however, has brought discretion, particularly since Owen is very much bigger than me.
Anyway, with his impeccable American manners he volunteered the information
himself. He is Owen after his maternal great grandfather, a Welsh slate miner, and
Terwilliger after a multiple great grandfather who emigrated to the USA from the
Netherlands in the 17th century. The second equally impolite question, which he also
kindly answered for me before I had to ask it, is why he is here. This is neither a
biological nor an existential question, but rather a geographical one. Why does
someone born and brought up in New York State, with a high-flying job taking off like a
rocket, find himself in Chislehurst? The answer, as I will later reveal, is a palindrome
(and this is a desperate attempt to keep you reading).
And since we’re into words, I’ve always loved the American place-name
Poughkeepsie, a town in New York State and a distant suburb of New York, which is
where Owen was brought up. He was a ‘Red Cross baby’, not because he was an
accident but because both his parents worked professionally for the Red Cross,
organising training courses and safety provision at a regional level. With parents
working for a not-for-profit organisation, Owen was brought up in a moral context of
frugality, and the assumption that you had to earn something rather than being given it
as a matter of entitlement. His parents were initially Baptist and Dutch Reformed but
attending a Presbyterian church in Poughkeepsie; as the church membership grew
older, they joined the United Methodists, partly to give Owen the opportunity to grow
up with younger people. [In the USA, the United Methodists are the ‘mainstream’
denomination of the Methodist church. Unlike the UK, where the different sects of
Methodism reunited in the 1930s, the United Methodists have repeatedly split off
smaller sects, such as the Church of the Nazarenes]. After being allowed to take some
university courses while still at high school, Owen took a degree in both finance and
accounting. This combination was to stand him in good stead in his professional life.
But what about the palindrome question, I hear you eagerly asking. Why is he over
here? (And we all know the old joke about American servicemen in World War II). The
answer lies in the Red Cross. As a Red Cross baby, he was brought up an expert in
water and swimming safety, first aid, cardiac and pulmonary assistance, etc. By age 14
he was a lifeguard at summer camps, and later, as a university student, was
‘waterfront director’, i.e. in charge of all safety issues relating to water at the camp, and
supervising a team. This was a lucrative source of income, and in 2006, even though

he had just graduated, he thought he might give it a final shot before starting work for
the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company in the autumn, as a financial
analyst.
So there he was, hanging around in the camp office, when who should turn up but a
Camp America volunteer from the UK, name of Hannah. His interruption of her reading
of Harry Potter by asking her to talk to him in an English accent because he liked it so
much fortunately failed to put her off. As he admits, she could have been from Essex
or Scotland and he wouldn’t have known the difference! He asked her to marry him on
the day before she returned home to the UK, and for the next two years he flew over
for a long weekend every month. International marriage gets very complicated when
professional careers are at stake, so they made a deal: they would marry in the States,
but live and work in London. They started off in Dalston in a rented flat, but Owen, with
his sound finance and accounting background, didn’t like ‘wasting money, padding the
landlord’s pocket with our rent’. They looked to buy, but Hannah often works late at her
law firm, so the search was limited in radius. Blackheath was too expensive, and
Chislehurst got the vote (‘It feels like a Somerset village’). They looked at twelve to
fifteen houses in one day and chose one there and then – ah, the confidence of youth!
(Owen is, amazingly, a mere stripling of 27). They moved in a year ago.
Owen started work in London still employed by MassMutual, but now worked for their
subsidiary which they had bought at a knock-down price, none other than Baring Asset
Management. How are the mighty fallen! Now he works for one of the biggest
insurance companies in the world, of which I had never heard, the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, or simply MetLife. He provides management information to senior
management to aid such processes as forecasting and budgeting, and he calculates
bonuses for sales staff. This was my big opportunity to engage in my well-polished
anti-banker anti-bonus rant, which I seized eagerly. He patiently explained that first, he
personally receives a meagre corporate bonus; second, the bonuses were for sales
people; third, generally speaking their commissions, unlike big bankers, were nothing
you’d hear about in the news; and finally, we are talking useful insurance here, not
casino banking or derivatives which bear only a distant relationship to any real product
or service. Why does he work in finance? Not to make other people rich, nor to
persuade people to buy, but because he likes to see money invested wisely and put to
work; and because he likes solving financial puzzles.
Owen started coming to our church last Easter Sunday. I remember his first
appearance, superbly dressed in a three-piece suit and tie. He soon felt at home,
dressed down a bit, and, interestingly, when his parents visited from the States at
Christmas they remarked how similar to their own church ours was. He’s already

canvassing interest for a youth group, in particular looking for volunteers to help run it.
He envisages it will be supervised but not highly directed, and has visited Orpington
Methodist Church to see how they run theirs. And he’s so keen that he’s started
fathering youth club members for the future: Hannah is eagerly expecting a baby girl in
July.
But for Owen it’s banishment back behind the church audio-visual console for the time
being. You can’t separate Chisledum and Chisledee. They’d ‘fight over their nice new
rattle’, and anyway they both have Dutch names and they both have a Hannah. How
palindromical! But then church is a very palindromical place: you can occasionally
come across Dogma: I am God, or face theological conundrums such as Do geese see
God? And when we’re tempted to say Satan, oscillate my metallic sonatas, we can
always resist by reflecting Devil never even lived.

DID YOU KNOW?
Eltham Park Methodist Church in Westmount Road holds musical “Pleasant Sunday
Afternoons” on the last Sunday of each month at 3.00 p.m. Entry is free. Phone 07956
224492 for details or visit the website www.pleasant.org.uk

METHODIST HOMES
Methodist Homes now has a MHA home in Bromley providing nursing care for those
residents who need it. The standard of care in MHA homes is deservedly high, so it is
marvellous to know we have one so near. It was acquired by MHA when Southern
Cross homes failed. St. Raphaels is at 32 Orchard Road, North Bromley. Tel. 020 8
313 1377. I hope to visit soon and learn more. More details and brochure at
http://www.mha.org.uk/CH86.aspx . Alice Sennett

ARTSERVE DAY
A very successful day was held at Chislehurst on the 18th February 2012. Organised
by Jacqui Hicks, supported by David Grimwood and Dudley Coates with some
fantastic workshops led by Valerie Ruddle, Jacqui Smith, Rob Newton and Briant
Smith.
Jacqui Hicks writes: 'I was worried that participants left it very late to book their places,
I admit to being very twitchy two weeks ahead of the event wondering whether to
cancel with only eight people having booked. But my fears were allayed as 31 people
took part in the day and 30 actually sat down to lunch. Some visitors had travelled from
Carshalton and others from Guildford to be with us. I am extremely grateful to the
ArtServe team who supported me, and worked hard to create an extremely enjoyable
weekend with workshops on music, textiles, writing and multimedia on the Saturday
and to Sue Cope for providing us all with a sumptuous lunch.
There were two tables full of resource books on all different aspects of creativity in
worship, for inspiration, which quite a few people enjoyed having a look at. Some
amazing fish and birds were created in Jackie Smith's textile group; these fitted
together similar to tessellations and created a banner but came apart for participants to
take theirs home and start their own banner. The writers with Briant Smith created a
psalm and I understand some sang their psalm in the workshop. Valerie Ruddle
inspired us as she always does with music from the new Singing the Faith Hymn book
and also brought a lot of posters she had created with background information about
hymns and their writers. Rob Newton led our multimedia workshop in the church
despite struggling to walk having recently dislocated both kneecaps and being only a
week out of a wheelchair so we were grateful that he persevered driving down from
Loughborough
and
working even though he
was in such a lot of pain.
During
lunchtime
the
labyrinth was available to
walk with a meditation on
The
Creation.
Jackie Smith brought eight
fabulous quilts depicting
the days of Creation and
after lunch she led a
reflection on each one,
drawing us deeply and
sensitively into the making

of the universe which was inspiring.
David Grimwood is the business Development Officer of ArtServe; Dudley Coates is
our Chairman; together they welcomed everyone and led worship on the Saturday.
The team also joined the church congregation on Sunday morning and participated in
leading all age worship with the Rev Barbara Calvert, with Rob playing his guitar for
some of the hymns and during prayers.
It was brilliant to see every room in the building being used for creative arts in worship,
the ArtServe team felt very much at home here and loved the warm enthusiastic
welcome we gave them. They look forward to visiting us again in the future.
Since our Creative Day ArtServe has held another successful one at Diss Methodist
Church, Norfolk and in July plan another day in Swansea.

WHAT SADIE DOES
I go to dancing on a Friday after school. I do
ballet, jazz and tap and my dance school is
called The Michelle Sidwell Dance Academy. I
enjoy ballet the best because it is so delicate and
calm. Every year I do a show at the Bob Hope
Theatre in Eltham. As you have heard or not I did
my show on the 4th of February this year. There is
an afternoon and an evening show and all the
dance school go to McDonalds in-between for their
dinner! I love wearing all the different costumes in
the show. Since the show I have been moved up a
level and I now dance with the bigger girls and one
boy!
Sadie May Cowie age 7
Note: The Michelle Sidwell Dance Academy will be in the Church Hall on Saturday mornings from
May and also on Friday afternoons and early evenings from September.

MESSY CHURCH
Messy Church has been running in our Church since June 2010. We have had mixed
success but now seem to have a regular attendance of around 40 children.
The sessions following on from Summer 2011 were poorly attended and we were all
feeling a little disheartened and uninspired. We therefore put in a real team effort to
get out there and market our Christmas 2011 session and WOW – we were
overwhelmed with 70 children and that doesn’t include their parents!! The session had
just started when one of us went to the cupboard to collect some scissors, glancing
towards the entrance doors of the Courtyard a huge queue of people waiting to get in
could be seen! The feeling was a mixture of excitement and panic – would we have
enough craft material and food to feed them all?!! We thought on our feet and instantly
created some additional craft tables – snowflakes and painting. The Christmas
session was a huge success which was greatly needed to lift our spirits and give us
the drive to carry on.
January 2012 was our annual Messy Church party. We were slightly nervous about all
70 children returning but we were delighted that 42 children joined the party to
celebrate with us. Again, our February and March sessions (see below, the Mothers
Day event) went really well with around 40 children attending. In church we sang
“Thank you Lord for this fine day” adding verses suggested by the children thanking
God for their Mums.

Our Planning Team has grown – we have managed to recruit a few ‘crafty’ friends to
help run our craft tables. They bring with them new skills and fresh ideas.
Messy Church has also attracted people into our Church for other reasons. We have a
new family attending our Sunday service, some new Anchor boys at Boys Brigade and
a new member in Junior Church.
The Messy Church Team work very well together and manage to have fun along the
way – as well as enjoying some delicious cakes and biscuits at our planning meetings!
However we could not operate Messy Church without the help of our congregation –
so many of whom have helped in so many ways – running a craft table, helping in the
kitchen to prepare the food, cleaning up, collecting materials for the craft or even just
giving kind words of encouragement. We would like to thank you for your continuing
support.
The Messy Church Team

COMING SOON
THE ANNUAL PLANT SALE is only a few weeks away – yes, really – on Saturday
12th May. We need all the plants you can give us to sell: herbaceous perennials,
annuals, vegetables, shrubs, flowers, herbs, indoor/conservatory etc., ideally all in pots
ready to be snapped up by eager buyers. We also welcome all sorts of practical and
ornamental garden bric a brac.
This year there will also be a cake stall at the Plant Sale so contributions to that will
also be very welcome.
All items for sale should please be delivered to the Church on Friday 11th May
between 2 and 4 in the afternoon, or between 6 and 8 in the evening. Saturday is
really too late. Please label everything, but price nothing. This will be the first Plant
Sale in the refurbished premises, so an extra level of interest can be expected. Fliers
and other publicity will be available soon for you to distribute to friends and neighbours.
THE FAIR ON THE COMMON follows a month later on Saturday 9th June and we
have a site there. This will be a CAKE STALL, with your lovely large and small
cakes, biscuits, jams, marmalades, chutneys and anything else edible. There will also
be PLANTS FOR SALE grown on from May, together with craft items and so on. A
general Church presence.
With your continued support, these two events are always very successful, and we do
hope for a bumper year in 2012. Any more information from
Adrienne Beale on 020 8467 2038 or Gillian Beecher Bryant on 020 8467 6906.
Further details and updates will be published in the weekly notices

THE SOCIAL GOSPEL - THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD
Some time ago in our housegroup, prompted by the protests outside St Pauls, we
discussed how the Church should relate to the big issues of the world, including
current economic issues. I would never dare to summarise the diverse views of our
housegroup but here is what we discussed.
Over the last 5 years we have seen a number of dramatic events which have raised
very worrying questions about some of the major leading groups in society today.
These have included:
- Some Members of Parliament and members of the House of Lords fiddling their
expenses
- The Press phone hacking scandal, and, more recently, allegations of wrongdoing
in the relationships between some sections of the Press and some in the
Metropolitan Police and elsewhere.
- And, most importantly, the banking crash of 2008 which spread to the crash of
some countries and governments. This followed a period when the banks took
huge risks with dubious loans and new financial instruments, and when
Governments and individuals spent far more than they could afford and became
deeply in debt.
A common thread in all of this was simply greed. And at the end of the period trust in
MPs and politicians is at a new low; the Press is under review and investigation;
worrying questions have been raised about the police; banks and governments have
been discredited; and many people in this country and across the world have lost their
jobs and had sharp falls in their standards of living.
It is not surprising that all of this led to the ‘capitalism in crisis’ protest and other
protests in this country and elsewhere. The location of the London protest at St Paul’s
rapidly brought to a head the question of where we as Christians should stand on all of
this. The simple answer of course is that we are called to follow Jesus and that we
have a ‘social gospel’ to proclaim. But what does that mean in our complex 21st
century world?
‘What would Jesus do?’, as asked on some of the banners outside St Paul’s, has to be
our starting point. If we look at Jesus’ life, teaching and action we see him very much
involved in the everyday issues people were facing. And we see his focus on love,
peace, and justice. He lived out those principles and put them ahead of the
observance of the ritual and rules of the religious authorities of his day as they sought
to remain separate and ‘holy’. Jesus in effect replaced the emphasis on ‘holiness’ of
the then religious authorities with an emphasis on justice, love and peace.

It was easy to agree in the housegroup that as Christians we too should have a social
gospel of peace, love and justice. And easy to agree that the Church must be involved
in the big issues of the world including the current economic issues which affect the
lives of millions of people in order to take that social gospel forward.
It becomes much more difficult, however, when considering specific proposals on the
way ahead. For example, how do we address the current economic problems brought
about by the banking crisis? There is the ‘capitalism in crisis’ approach with calls to
replace capitalism with some grand new system. But capitalism has led to huge
advances in living standards over the last 200 years. And in recent years millions of
people in China, India and some African countries have been taken out of poverty as
those countries have adopted more capitalist approaches. The challenge is to find
ways to continue to gain the benefits of capitalism while regulating the systems more
effectively, changing people’s behaviour, and ensuring that the benefits are distributed
more fairly.
And, what about tackling the Press excesses? The Leveson inquiry has a very
challenging task of recommending how the excesses like phone hacking can be
removed while keeping the precious freedom and investigative journalism of the Press
which led, for example, to the exposure of the phoney expense claims of some MPs
and Lords.
Faced with these kinds of issues different Christians will have different views on
specific approaches. Giles Fraser has commented that the Church ‘does not have to
be in league with any particular secular ideology’ and is ‘neither the Labour nor the
Tory party at prayer’. But he went on to say that the Church does need to be involved if
we are to be a proper church and not a ‘spiritual arm of the heritage industry’. That
does not mean we have all the answers to highly complex economic issues or other
current issues. But Christians need to be involved in the debates so that we can bring
our principles to bear.
And our principles come from the life, teaching and actions of Jesus. That means we
seek to be involved in worldly issues and not to separate ourselves into some kind of
holy clan. It means that we seek as individuals to bring peace, love and justice to those
we encounter in our daily lives, especially those who are suffering in the current
economic environment. And it means we seek as a Church to apply the same
standards of peace, love and justice to the big issues of the world.
With greed and selfishness at the root of many of the recent problems, perhaps our
greatest contribution as Christians is to proclaim and to live out what is in effect Jesus’
summary of the beatitudes in Matthew 7 verse 12, ‘Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you’ – our golden rule.

Roger Dawe

SINGING THE FAITH
It is good to see copies of the new hymn book with the music in, in use around the
congregation – seeing the music as well as the words helps build general confidence
as the new material – and there is a lot of it – comes into use. Some people have
bought the books which have the music in them and some are in use on the organ etc.
There are a few in the cupboard. If you have bought one, or have one on long-term
loan could you make a note on a new list inside the music cupboard as it would be
useful to have a record of who has them.

WESLEY HYMNS
Anyone interested in a forthcoming volume comprising some 96 John and Charles
Wesley hymns omitted from both ‘Singing the Faith’ and ‘Hymns and Psalms’ please
contact Roland Beecher Bryant (020 8467 6906) for details of the publishers.

STOP PRESS
Our application for a ONE Programme Participant has been successful!
The Methodist Church, as part of its Youth Participation Strategy, set up The One
Programme to give young people the opportunity to work for a year in their local
churches and Districts in creative projects that help to show Jesus to others. At
Chislehurst Methodist Church we will have a Gap year young person, (post to be
advertised) working, particularly with Junior Church, Messy Church and our new Youth
Group. They will be with us from September for twelve months!

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Friday 13th April 7.30pm
Adam Hughes Jazz Trio
An evening of Jazz Standards
This popular trio perform a very varied repertoire and at Chislehurst will perform a
selection of mainstream Jazz standards too numerous to list in full but including:
Autumn leaves, Misty, Some day my prince will come, Georgia on my mind, 'Ain’t no
sunshine when she’s gone, Have you met Miss Jones? Cry me a river, Fly me to the
moon, On the sunny side of the street, As time goes by, Blue moon and In a
sentimental mood.
Saturday 28th April “THE IMPOSSIBLE GOD”
A Passion Play
Performed by just one actor (Mark Topping), “Impossible God” recreates the world of
those who witnessed the passion. Palestine AD32 is brought to life as numerous
characters relive their experience of the death and resurrection of Jesus in a powerful
exploration of events at the heart of Christianity. This widely acclaimed and popular
production is in Chislehurst for one night only as part of a nationwide tour of the play.
Saturday May 12th
Plant Sale and
Messy Church “The Parable of the Sower”
Friday 18th May 7.30pm Piano Recital by Ian Buckle
Beethoven Sonata Op 81a "Les Adieux"
Chopin Nocturnes & Waltzes
Eric Coates 3 Lyric Pieces
plus music by Debussy & Couperin
Ian Buckle enjoys a varied freelance career, working as soloist, accompanist, chamber
musician, orchestral pianist and teacher.
Saturday 19th May
Sound of Music evening
Friday 8th June 7.30pm
Music Season Finale
Premiere String Ensemble with Guest cellist Sasho Somov,
Programme to include:
Boccherini - String Quintet in E major G275 Op. 13 No. 5. (includes the famous
Boccherini Minuet movement)
Schubert - String Quintet in C major D956
Saturday 23rd June
Messy Church “What is Baptism”
Saturday 14th July
Tea at May Chapman’s
For details of the above events, call at the office: 020 8468 7695
chismch@talkltalk.net.

IMPOSSIBLE GOD
The Passion Play
The death and resurrection of Jesus
As experienced by those who were there

Impossible God is a one-man passion play
Performed by Mark Topping

th
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SATURDAY 28 APRIL
at 7.30pm
CHISLEHURST
METHODIST CHURCH
PRINCE IMPERIAL ROAD
CHISLEHURST
BR7 6HN

Tickets £10 (£6 children)
020 8468 7695 or
chismch@talktalk.net

